Abstract -This paper focuses on allocation of time/frequency resource in OFDMA wireless mesh network systems. Using graph theory models and algorithms an optimization scheme was proposed to achive the goal of minimum resouce utilization over a network and allow frequency reuse.
I. INTRODUCTION This paper focuses on the frequency and time resource allocation problem of the wireless mesh networks system which differs from cellular network allocation due to the spacial architecture and because the OFDMA channel can be split into sub-bands of subcarriers. Methods of dynamic subcarrier assignment in OFDMA WMN are shown in [1] [2] [3] using cross-layer optimization, taking into account interference among links, adaptive power allocation, and admission control. In [4, 5] the authors used graph theory algorithms for allocation of time and frequency resources. In this paper, the methods are revised and new results are presented.
The design of WMN considered is based on the following assumptions. (a) The resource allocation is initially performed, and routing will be done on a network which has resource allocations. (b) The resource allocation is performed by a centralized algorithm which has knowledge of all the connections in the network in in contrast to distributed allocation presented in [6] . (c) We assume that connection between two nodes is possible if the signal of noise and interference ratio, SNIR is above a minimal level and that a signal below this level does not interfere.
In Section 2, we present the resource allocation problem in OFDMA WMN and give the rules for allocation. In Section 3, an algorithm is given for allocation of resources including splitting frequency bands into subcarriers, and allocation of subcarriers. Two examples are included, first a general one and then, a square grid. Section 4 concludes the paper. The results of this paper are part of the review paper published by the authors [7] .
II. RESOURCE ALLOCATION

A.
Time and Frequency Resources This paper considers the following shared resources:
Time slots: The system operates with time slots division, having time synchronization among nodes.
Frequency: The frequency division can be among different OFDMA bands, or among different subbands in an OFDMA band.
B.
Separation Rules The non-collision rules assumed are:
A node may not transmit and receive in the same time slot in the same frequency band All transmissions from one node to other nodes in the same time slot should have different frequency bands or alternative in a specific band should have different frequency sub-bands.
All receptions at a node from other nodes in the same time slot should have different frequency bands or alternative in a specific band should have different frequency sub-bands. This includes intentional transmissions to this node as well as interferences, such as transmissions from another nodes in the area of reception not intended for this node. Each combination of time slots frequency band, and frequency sub-band is called a resource element (or briefly -elements). In this paper we will focus on resource elements that are combination of time slot and frequency band. Frequency sub-band allocation will be presented in a continuation paper. The algorithms have the ability to obtain an assessment of the resources required globally in the system.
C.
Perfect Triangle Grid Example Before we present algorithms for general architecture, we present here, an example of a grid of triangles with 18 resource elements, according to the allocation in Fig.1 . The links are bidirectional and are numbered from 1 to 9. To each link two resources are allocated, one in each direction. The arrow on each link represents one direction with one resorce element allocated and the oposite direction has a different resorce element allocated. The problem of optimal resource allocation in network communication can be transformed into a graph theory problem by referring to the nodes, links and resource elements as "edge colors" in a graph [11] ; then looking for Optimal Edge Coloring [11] compatible with the set of non-collision rules derived from the wireless communication constrains.
A.
The problem formulation Given a directed "bi-directionally connected" 1 graph G=(V, E) -find some edge "coloring" such that all the edges connected to some vertex and those connected to the neighboring vertices, have different colors.
We call this condition -"the non-collision rules", these are just the separation rulls translated into the terms of the graph theory. An edge coloring compatible with those rules is called proper edge coloring.
Formally the non-collision rules are: For any node k a. All the incoming edges Ek,j ("Receivers") and the outgoing edges Em,k ("Transmitters") should be different color; meaning: the elements of {Ek,j}{ Em,k} for all j and m are mutually different. b. Let {i} are the indexes of the nodes which are neighbor to k, then all outgoing edges Ek,j should be different color than the incomming edges Ej,i of the neighbor nodes: Ek,j ≠ Ej,i for all k and i ≠ j. An Optimal Edge Coloring is defined as proper edges coloring with minimal number of colors.
Coloring edges method compatible with the noncollision rules -is relatively a simple task when the requirement of minimum colors is dropped out. The problem was addressed in [7] but the solution proposed is difficult to implement. In sub-section B a simplified approach easy to implemented is presented.
In the contrary to the Proper Edge Coloring problem which has a closed solution, the addition of the minimum colors condition to the problem turns it into an NP-Hard [8] problem. This means there is no known algorithm with polynomial complexity that finds a solution minimizing the number of colors used. Nevertheless, finding a suboptimal solution is possible and shown in section IV.
B.
The basic algorithm (non-minimal coloring): Given a directed graph G=(V, E) we denote: x Vi {V}: Some Vertex (i) in G. x E(Vi): Set of all Edges connected to Vertex Vi:
Where E (T) (Vi) are the outgoing edges (transmitters), and E (R) (Vi) are the incoming edges (receivers).
x Ek E(Vi): Some Edge (k) connected to Vertex Vi x C(Ek): Color assigned to Edge (k). x C(E(Vi)): The set of colors assigned to the Edges connected to Vertex Vi x P(Vi): All Vertices neighbor of vertex (i). For each vertex vi in the graph, j = 1,2,….,n -Repeat: a. Start with empty color list C = b. Insert the non-null colors of the edges E(vj) into the color list C: C m C(E(vj)) c. For the vertices P(vj) connected to this vertex j (neighboring vertices), get the non-null colors of the incoming edges C({E (R) (P(vj))}). d. Add {E (R) (P(vj))} to the color list: {C(P(vj))} of this vertex: C m C {C(P(vj))} e. For the M uncolored outgoing edges of vertex j: find a set { C(E(vj))} of lowest M values {Ck} { C(E(vj))} and assign those colors to the yet uncolored outgoing edges of vertex vj.
The algorithm utilizes a greedy color assigment. Later we shall suggest a better coloring method for this purpose. The result of this process is a proper edge coloring of graph G. As mentioned previously, this algorithm does not ensure coloring with minimal number (or even close to the minimal number) of colors.
IV. FINDING THE BEST EDGE COLORING A common practice for attacking an NP-Hard problem is utilizing some combinatorial methods that may achieve (with high probability) suboptimal solution [9] .
A naïve approach would be -to run the algorithm repeatedly enough times, with the vertexes Vi randomly ordered (i.e. ordered differently each time), until some stable minimum is reached.
Unfortunately -such approach won't reach the desired minimum. The fault is: obviously greedy color assigment is strongly baised. Thus -when choosing the set of M lowest values in step (d) of the algorithm, the colour values do not have equal probabilities to be assigned: lower indexes of colours are more likely to be used. Thus, in principle this scheme can never produce but a tiny subset of all proper coloring combinations.
As a conclusion we suggest to replace the color assignment method by random k-coloring method that obeys the non-collision rules.
The random k-coloring assigns colors randomly in the range c = 1.. k. The method depends on prior knowledge of k (the number of colors to be used). However this number is unknown initially. So before applying the random coloring method first time, we should determine a upper limit for the number of colors that the algorithm works with. After this number is established, we can use the random k-coloring method and try iteratively decrease this number.
In conclusion, the scheme works as the following: a. Run the basic algorithm several times with vertex list ordered differently each time, with greedy color assignment. The minimum number of colours found is the upper limit we need. Denot it by K. b. Now use Random k-coloring method as color assigment method: Try running repeatedly the algorithm with fewer colors (K m K-1) each time. c. Preform (b) repeatedly while decreasing K until it fails producing a proper edge coloring.
The last successful edge coloring found is the best coloring that could be achieved by this scheme. As we noticed: it often reaches the optimal colouring (see simulations).
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Three examples of allocations produced with the simulation are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . For each example the links on the graph are marked with the allocated resource elements in both direction. The resource element is allocated in the direction of the closest arrow.
The other figures are: |V| is the number of vertices, and |E| is the number of edges. Dmax is the maximum degree of the graph and |C| (for "colors") is the number of resource elements allocated by the algorithm.
A.
Example A |V| = 8, |E|=36, Dmax = 6 : → |C|=24 
VI. RESOURCES ALLOCATION WITH SUB-BANDS
In terms of the graph theory a solution of resources allocation problem in a network using sub-bands is attaching a pair of numbers (B,S)j to each edge Ej of the graph describing the network.
The band number (B) and the sub-band number (S) should obey the non-collision rules for a single band situation with additional demand: The incoming edges and the outgoing edges of any vertex should have different band number.
A couple of algorithms will be presented next to find an allocation compatible with those rules.
A. The algorthms for allocation with sub-band.
As noticed by [7] the problem of finding the band numbers can be transformed into a vertex coloring problem: coloring the vertices of a graph such that no two adjacent vertices share the same color. The color number assigned to the vertex would be the band number of the edges outgoing from that vertex. Finding the minimal number of colors for a given graph is known as the chromatic number problem. This is an NP compleat problem.
B. The algorithm for the band allocation (vertex coloring)
We shall use the same notations we used for the single band algorithm. Also -the band color shall be denoted as B(x). For the directed graph G=(V, E), assign a null color to all the vertexes. For each vertex vi in the graph, j = 1,2,….,n -Repeat: a. Find the non-null colors B(P(vj)) of the vertices P(vj) connected to this vertex j (neighboring vertices). b. Put them in the color list: {B(P(vj))} of this vertex:
B m {B(P(vj))} c. Find the lowest value b B and assign it as the vertex color.
This method of color assignment (greedy color assignment) will be replaced latter with random k-color assignment method similarly to what we did in the single band case.
C. The algorithm for the sub-band allocation (extended edge coloring):
With sub-bands the edge coloring became much simpler: To determine the color of the outgoing edges E (T) (vi) of some vertex vi there is no need to take into consideration the color of the incoming edges E (R) (vi) because the band allocation algorithm assures they get different band color ! So we should take into account only the colors of the incoming edges of the neighboring vertices E x Get the non-null colors of the incoming edges C({E (R) (P(vj))}), x Add the color of {E (R) (P(vj))} to the color list {C(P(vj))} of this vertex: C m C {C(P(vj))} c. For the uncolored outgoing edges of vertex j E (T) ( vj) : find a set { C(E (T) (vj))} of lowest values {Ck} { C(E(vj))} and assign those colors to the uncolored outgoing edges of vertex vj.
VII. FINDING THE BEST SUB-BAND COLORING As mentioned before -graph minimal coloring problems are NP-Hard problems -meaning there is no known polynomial time algorithm that can solve them. The most that can be achived is by utilizing some combinatorial methods that may achieve (with high probability) suboptimal solution.
What we suggested for the single band case is valid for the sub-band situation: before utilizing random coloring for the edges we should find the upper limit for the number of colors to be used. For this purpose use the greedy color assigment method. Once this upper limit is established, random k-coloring can be applied in the algorithm. Then try redude the number of colors until the algorithm fails.
The situation with the band allocation in the sub-band case is a litle bit diffrent: for the vertex coloring algorithm utilized for band allocation there is known theoretical upper limit for the number of colors needed. The chromatic number F(G) (the smallest number of colors needed to color graph vertexes) F(G) satisfies:
And this is the upper limit needed to start the process of finding combinatorically suboptimal minimum for the number of colors needed to color graph's vertexes.
In conclusion, the scheme for finding minimal band and sub-band coloring is: IX. CONCLUSIONS This paper focused on time and frequency resource allocations in WMN. We separated the resource allocation process from the routing. In the first step, on which the paper focused, the links that connects the nodes are established and resource elements of time slots and frequency bands are allocated. A centralized algorithm of resource allocation process based on graph theory and some combinatorial optimization ideas is shown for allocation of time slots and frequency bands. Allocation of OFDM subcarriers was presented and dicussed also in this paper.
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